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SECTION 2. Applied mathematics. Mathematical
modeling.

ANALYSIS MECHANISMS OF CARDIAC TISSUE EXCITEMENT
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT DELAY IN REGULATION SYSTEM
Abstract: Increasing interest in quantitative studies of mechanisms of cardiac tissue excitements is stipulated
by the absence of generally accepted models for origin and developments of many cardiac diseases, including
arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death. In the article the differential equations of cardiac cellular systems
excitement with taking into account temporary relations in regulation system of cardiac activity are considered.
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It is considered that the cardiovascular system
is a major integrative, that is central, in terms of life
support the body. Cardiovascular diseases currently
represent a serious problem for human health.
Therefore it is required to study the mechanisms of
functioning of the heart as a whole. There is a
sufficient number of techniques, allowing versatile
study the state of the heart. So today, a number of
software and hardware systems, allows us to observe
the reconstruction of the anatomical structure of the
atria and visualize the dynamics of excitation:
CARTO
BiosenseWebster
(USA);
EnSite
Endocardial Solutions (USA); Bhotok3D Scientific
and Production Association (Tomsk); Elcart
Navigator II IPC "Electropulse (Tomsk). Graphic
course of the pulse excitation of the heart muscle
allows us to understand the mechanisms of
arrhythmias and the possibility of predestination
possible changes after exposure. These models have
the ability to visualize the essence of the excitation
dynamics. However, they do not have adequate
predictive function evaluation. Nevertheless, in
certain situations, only one imaging is extremely
insufficient. Current research on modeling the
dynamics of excitation (the heart as a whole, and
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individual departments) focused on research or the
heart as an object of study, or simulation of the
properties of the active medium with separate its
characteristic effects. In clinical practice, these
techniques are not widely used due to their
complexity. Also, due to the high cost of building
expensive individual model. And the possibility of
using ready-made templates making impossible due
to the uniqueness of each of them. In this regard, the
study of the regulatory mechanisms of the heart with
the help of mathematical modeling is very important
[1-5]. O.I. Adebisi, I.A.Adejumobi, I.O. Abiala and
S.O. Omotainse [6] tried to create a mathematical
model of cardiac electrical activity, in order to
understand the different mechanisms of the heart and
abnormal heart condition. The electrical activity of
the cardiac heart tissue, presented in this paper was
based on a coupling consideration bidomain model
and the ionic model FitzHugh-Nagumo [7], taking
into account the closed boundary conditions between
the intracellular and extracellular domains to give a
complete description of the propagation of electrical
waves through the heart tissue. The complete system
of differential equations describing the cardiac
function of the form [7]:
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heart acts as a pump normally provides a periodic
Where 1 ,  2 ,  ,  are the main parameters in
blood flow into the aorta and then in the whole
the model. They are positive.
circulatory system. Running this function of heart is
The results obtained in this work are very
possible only when heart is provided with enough
useful in the study of the characteristic properties of
blood from the venous part of the circulatory system.
the action potential in the detection of any
The available experimental data suggest the wellirregularities in the electric wave propagation cardiac
known, for example, the relationship changes over
tissue. V.B.Koshelev, S.I.Muhin, N.V.Sosnin,
time in blood flow (Su=qA(t)) or the relationship
A.P.Favorsky [8] studied the mathematical model of
changes over time in the pressure vessel (p=p A(t)) at
the cardiovascular system. In their work, they were
the junction of the heart to the aorta. The pressure at
limited to the construction of simplified models that
the outlet from the ventricle within one cardiac
reproduce the basic functions of the heart and allows
period Tp = τS + τd can be approximately described
you to physiologically reasonable flow in the vessels.
by the following function [8]:
Everyone knows that in the cardiovascular system,
1

2
 ptop  2 ( ptop  pbot )(t   s ) , 0  t   s
s
p A (t )  
 p ,   t   
s
d
 bot s
There τS – systole time, τd – diastole time, ptop
and pbot - the maximum and minimum values of the
pressure at the outlet from the ventricle of the heart
cycle.

Similarly, the authors built a time dependence
of the flow of blood from the ventricle (cardiac
output)

1

2
qtop  2 (qtop  qbot )(t   s ) , 0  t   s
s
QA (t )  
q ,   t    
s
d
 bot s

(1)

The values of the parameters qtop and qbot
associated with cardiac output Vs of the heart period
Tp with the following relationship:

Vs  

t  Tp

t

QA ( )d  

Modifying the parameters in the formula (1),
(2) allows different modes of operation of the heart.
This model assumes that the heart consists of two
elements: atrial and ventricular.
In the above work the mathematical model
constructed without delay during the propagation of
excitation in parts of the heart and circulatory
system. And it significantly affects the outcome of
the study.
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2qtop  qbot
3

 s  qbot d

(2)

The modeling of the heart on the basis of
quantitative description of excitation in the
pacemaker, the atria and ventricles, and consistency
of the feedback loop [3].
When considering the mechanisms of
anomalies in the atria, ventricles, and in the
pacemaker can be used the following system of
equations of cardiac tissue excitement considering
the average number of excited cells in the
pacemaker, the atria and ventricles [9]:
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dx(t )
  ( t  )   ( t  )
 a1(t   0 ) (t   0 )e 1 0 2 0  b1 x(t );
dt
dy (t )
 a2 x(t   1 )  b2 y (t );
dt
dz(t )
 a3 x(t   2 )  b3 z(t );
dt
d(t )
 a4 y(t   3 )  b4 (t );
dt
d (t )
 a5 z(t   4 )  b5 (t ),
dt
Investigation of the stability of equilibrium
states of non-trivial (3) conducted on the basis of
qualitative and quantitative analysis on the PC,
shows the presence of an unstable equilibrium
position and the region of vibrational solutions that
can be in the form of regular oscillations (limit
cycles of Poincaré type) and the irregular
fluctuations. In some cases, in the computational

(3)

experiments, there is a failure of the oscillations (the
effect of "black hole"), which expresses a sudden
cardiac death.
For the study, the most common patterns of
behavior of the model, the qualitative analysis of
regulation mechanisms of cardiac function in normal
and anomalies can be seen following the reduced
system

Figure 1 - Basic behavior mode of solutions of (4).
(a - a stable stationary state, b - oscillations, c - irregular fluctuations, d - damped oscillations).
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dX (t )
 a1Y (t  1) Z (t  1)e  (Y ( t 1)  Z (t 1))  X (t );
dt
dY (t )
 a2 X (t  1)  Y (t );
dt

= 6.630
= 1.940

(4)

dZ (t )
 a3 X (t  1)  Z (t )
dt
Qualitative analysis (4) shows that the system
has one trivial and two nontrivial equilibrium
positions. The trivial equilibrium position - stable,
the first non-trivial equilibrium position is unstable,
and the second is functional, ie, It may lose its
stability with the occurrence of limit cycles, chaos
and breakdown decisions.
Realization of the system of functionaldifferential delay equations in PC implemented by
method of Bellman-Cook via delayed identifiers [1012]. Figure 1 shows the basic modes of behavior of
the system solutions (4).
Thus, the model study of mechanisms of
cardiac tissue excitement carried out by various
differential equations. Depending on the task in the
field of quantitative analysis of cardiac tissue

excitement can be used bidomain model, equation
FitzHugh-Nagumo
and
functional-differential
equations, etc. Discussed in this article, the results of
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the equations
regulatory cardiac tissue excitement show the
existence of oscillation, irregular fluctuations and the
effect of "black hole". In the case of identification of
a cardiac modes (normal, various forms of
arrhythmia and sudden cardiac death, respectively)
can be carried out modeling of specific diseases of
the heart tissue and its corrected [11].
These studies was partly financed Support Fund
for Basic Research, Academy of Sciences of
Uzbekistan (grant № F4-FA-F006, grant № A-5005).
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